A tale of two bikes
In Spring 2002 our youngest son, Elliot, just turned 16, asked for an innocent sounding
favour. “I’m going to the end of School Prom and I need to make a bit of an entrance”, he
said. “Ok”, I said, “what were you thinking of?” “A tank”, he said. “Oh.” I said. “Well, I have
no idea how we could arrange that, and it may be somewhat impractical … but I know
someone with a Harley-Davidson … might that do?”. From his expression, I could see that it
most definitely would.
I had no idea that his innocent little question would change the whole course of my life.
I popped down Shepperton High Street to the estate agency where Owen Miles was a
partner. I knew he had a Harley and asked him if he could help. He most certainly would.
Elliot was delighted. And so, as it turned out, were his two mates. Another visit to Owen
revealed that he belonged to some sort of Harley club. Yes, he could arrange for a couple of
his Harley buddies to help out Elliot’s two mates.
There was great excitement at our house on the evening of the Prom. The three lads got
themselves all spruced up and ready, family members looking on as we waited. There was a
distant rumble and then the incredible sight
and sound of three huge Harleys thundering
down the road. Introductions were made,
clothing was distributed and the Prom pillions
were assigned to their riders. The bikes
rumbled into life again, smiles widened
beneath borrowed helmets and then they
were gone.
Later, I found out that Elliot and his friends
had indeed made the entrance they had
hoped for. In fact, they had been the stars of the show. Meanwhile, back at home, still
transfixed with what I had witnessed, I made an important discovery. Yes, buried in a
metaphorical drawer, where it had been gathering metaphorical dust for the last 28 years,
was my old full and perfectly valid motorcycle license.
I was about to turn 50 and had been feeling at the top of a downward slope to the rest of
my life. But now, with Hillary’s just as keen enthusiasm, I could glimpse exhilarating twists
and turns instead. A new life. New adventures. New friends. And a new Harley-Davidson.
Wow. Just wow.
The next few months passed in a whirlwind of excitement. Owen talked to me about
different kinds of Harley, I went on a back-to-biking course to remind my muscle memories
of what they used to know, I met the good folks at the Dorking Harley-Davidson dealership
and the bike was ordered. A silver and black 100th Anniversary FXDWG Dyna Wideglide.
It was beautiful. Hillary and I immediately started going along to the Harley Chapter Club
Night where Owen introduced us to people with whom we would spend incredible
adventures over the next 16 years. And that just takes us to the present!
Gorgeous as it was, I quickly realised that this bike was not finished. (You will know what I
mean). As the miles and trips accumulated we got lots of ideas about how to make a great
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bike perfect. I had got it Stage 1’d before I even rode it. Within a year it had been Stage 2’d
and its original cylinders replaced with a big bore variant and upgraded cams to match.
Keith Dorling and Terry Bing (both Road Captains and known at the time as Bing and Bong)
visited to fit new, larger diameter semi-ape bars down which all the wiring was hidden. A
very loud air horn was fitted. Multi-pot billet brakes were attached to chrome discs which
were in turn fitted to the incredible new Thunderstar wheels. Brake hoses were changed to
steel braids. A huge, imposing new headlamp casing adorned the front forks. To these were
added sleek new chrome fork sliders. In fact, almost everything that could be turned into
chrome received scrupulous attention – brake and clutch levers and cylinders, switch
housings, grips, gear shift, pegs, primary cover, sprocket, swing arm, even all the little
engine bolts holding everything together, and not forgetting, of course, the chrome cover
for the choke knob.
Changes on the inside were not neglected either. An easy clutch was fitted. So was a sixth
gear. The starter motor was upgraded to crank the bigger engine. The flywheel was
upgraded to cope with the upgraded starter motor (does all this seem a familiar story?).
And after the insane heat of gridlocked French traffic in Nice on the way to Corsica, a twin
column external oil cooler was added.
As it transformed, the bike took us on trips
that had never entered our dreams or
previous capabilities. We rode all over
France, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Italy,
Spain, Portugal. We did many weekend rides
all over the UK. 40,000 miles with scores of
new friends. And all without a windshield –
because that would have spoiled the looks of
our magnificent Wideglide.
When I bought an Ultra to make those long European rides more comfortable I hung on to
the Wideglide for a while. But it was no good. It was all too complicated with one small
garage.
The photo shows what the bike had become 8 years later, just before I sold it.
So what happened to it?
Well, if it looks familiar, your eyes are not deceiving you. By glorious coincidence, the bike
captured the heart of another Chapter member at first sight. For the last 8 years, it has been
meticulously cared for and lovingly ridden by its second owner, Dave Stubbington.
His adventures with it are his to tell, but I know we all wish the bike would just go on and
on.
We owe it a lot – it changed our lives. For ever.
Dik Gregory
Road Captain

